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FALLING FAST
Contestants reached
I speeds of up to 200

miles per hour as they
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This past fall, a group of elite skydivers jumped off a 1,460-meter (4,780-foot)

cliff in Tianmen Mountain National Park in China. They flew using specialized
wingsuits-garments that help skydivers glide long distances. These daredevils
were competing in the 6th Carabao World Wingsuit Championship-a contest
in which participants whiz through the air and try to hit as many polystyrene
targets with their bodies as possible.

A wingsuit has flaps made from a specialized blend of materials that stretch
between a wearer's arms and legs. These flaps catch air, which pushes against
the suit as a skydiver falls. That creates lift-an upward force that helps wingsuit
wearers stay aloft and maneuver through the air.

"lf you were ever a kid who spread his arms and hoped to fly, this is the
fulfillment of that dream," says Tim Sestak, a professor, wingsuit flyer, and
engineer who studiefiffigsuit design at Embry-Riddle Aeronautical University
in Prescott, Arizona.\S -Spenser Mestel
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HOOKED: This teen is one of
55 million people who play the

popular game Minecraft each month.

)I
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Level Up
Would your school

benefit from a club

where kids can play

video games? Matthew

Barr, a lecturer at the

University of Glasgow

in Scotland, thinks so.

Barr recently asked 16

college students to play

14 hours of video games

over eight weeks to study
how it affected their
brains. He discovered

that the activity helped

strengthen neurons*
specialized nerve cells-in the brain related to

resourcefulness, adaptability, and communica-
tion. Even when students played single-player
games, their social skills improved as long as

they were talking to other players at the same

time. "Playing video games is like exercising your

brain," says Barr. "The more you practice using

the brain, the stronger it gets." -Spenser Mestel

GAME TIME
This graph shows
the percentage
of free time kids
ages 13 and up in
the U.S. spend on
various activities.
How does this
breakdown
compare to how
you and your friends
spend your time?

Dissolvable
Electronics

Each year, people in the U.S. throw out

10 million tons of broken or outdated computers,
phones, and other devices. To prevent this

e-waste from piling up in landfills, it's essential

to find alternatives to throwing it away, says Ting

Lei, a chemical engineer at Stanford University

in California. Lei recently helped develop a new
plaslic polymer-a large molecule made up of
repeating units. The chemical bonds between

some of the polymer's atoms break down in the
presence of acids, such as vinegar. The polymer

could be used to make dissolvable electronic
components that are better for the environment.

-Hailee Romain
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These clingy;
crustaceans got

through a
trip across the
Pacific Ocean.

Many sea creatures, such as sponges and shellfish, live in one
spot their entire lives. But recenfly, scientists found that almost
300 typically stationary marine species had traveled nearly 6,920
kilometers (4,300 miles) from home. How? They were carried to the
west coast of the U.S. after a record-breaking tsunami. The series
of enormous waves had hit Japan in 2011.

When the big waves struck, they washed boats, docks, and
buoys into the ocean. Ocean currents then carried the animals living
on those objects to North America and Hawaii. A lot of the floating
debris was made out of artificial materials, like fiberglass and
plastic, that don't biodegrade, or break down naturally. That allowed
the trash-and the hitchhikers attached to it-to make the trip.

The ocean-drifting critters could cause trouble if they thrive in
their new home^ "The introduction of nonnative predators and
competitors can replace or displace native species,,, says James
Carlton, a marine scientist at Williams College in Massachusetts.

-Eamon Murphy

!ll':1'! /. ' .. '|' t/ 1 ,/ . . .

RIDING THE CURRENTS 
,,/' I ' ; , ,I ,,, ,I' .

Anouistid species were discovered io n"r" nn"n"O a ride from , . . ,l
Japan to North America on debris carried by ocean gyres-cicularlZ .

999q! .c.u!'r.e.n.ts;follgwlng a 20.11 tsunami. rrl.///:7/r//,:/.//////;/,//,/../,

CRAFry CRAB: This small crab
is native to Japan but is now

thriving in North America.
JAPAN

SOURCE: NOAA
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zo0
WEIGH-IN

Weighing and measuring 20,000 animals is

no easy task. Just ask the zookeepers at the

London Zoo in England, who recently conducted
their annual animal checkup.

The zoo is home to a dizzying array of
species-from 1,000 kilogram (2,200 pound)

giraffes to tiny ants. Zookeepers use many tricks
to ensure that the process goes smoothly. To

weigh penguins, for example, keepers encourage

them to hop onto a small scale by having their
favorite food waiting as a treat on the other side.

"[The data] helps us ensure that every animal

we look after is healthy, eating well, and growing

at the rate it should," says Mark Habben, a

manager at the zoo.

-Cici Zhang

6 lnruunRv 15.2org

GROWING GOATS
Three of the London Zoo's lovable pygmy goats-Brambles, Holly,
and Ellie-have been growing! How have their weights changed
over the past three years?
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ON DISPLAY:

The chandelier
was unveiled at

d museum of
design in London.

Living Lamp
This chandelier does more than just light up a room_it

also purifies the air. The eco-friendly lamp is made up of 70
glass "leaves" filled with water and a/gae. These tiny, plantlike
creatures use light from the chandelier,s LED lights and carbon
dioxide from the air to create their own food. This process, called
photosynthesis, releases oxygen as a by-product. The lamp helps

produce clean, fresh air indoors just as
trees and plants do in nature.

London artist and engineer
Julian Melchiorri designed

the chandelier, named
Exhale. He says

that it shows how
biotechnology-
technology that
uses biological
processes for
industrial purposes-
can improve our

quality of life.

-Hailee Romain
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3.95 billion ffi"";
rocks inside of which scientists discovered
carbon atoms believed to be left over from
the first organisms on Earth.
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Rico left without power after Hurricane
Maria hit the island in September.
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4,100 ffitH[:ff,r-
cable that Microsoft and Facebook recenfly
laid across the Atlantic Ocean floor.

Percent of New York City subway
commuters who were late to work at
least once this past summer because of
problems with the aging infrastructure.
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5 ),'[T
species of
peacock

spiders, known

for their vibrant
colors, discovered

by scientists in

Australia last

September.
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zo0
WEIGH-IN

Weighing and measuring 20,000 animals is

no easy task. Just ask the zookeepers at the

London Zoo in England, who recently conducted
their annual animal checkup.

The zoo is home to a dizzying array ot

species-from 1,000 kilogram (2,200 pound)

giraffes to tiny ants. Zookeepers use many tricks
to ensure that the process goes smoothly. To

weigh penguins, for example, keepers encourage

them to hop onto a small scale by having their
favorite food waiting as a treat on the other side.

"[The data] helps us ensure that every animal

we look after is healthy, eating well, and growing

at the rate it should," says Mark Habben, a

manager at the zoo.

-CiciZhang
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GROWING GOATS
Three of the London Zoo's lovable pygmy goats-Brambles, Holly,
and Ellie-have been growing! How have their weights changed
over the past three years?
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ON DISPLAY:
The chandelier

was unveiled at
a museum of

design in London.

Living Lamp
This chandelier does more than just light up a room-it

also purifies the air. The eco-friendly lamp is made up of 70
glass "leaves" filled with water and a/gae. These tiny, plantlike
creatures use light from the chandelier,s LED lights and carbon
dioxide from the air to create their own food. This process, called
photosynthesis, releases oxygen as a by-product. The lamp helps

produce clean, fresh air indoors just as
trees and plants do in nature.

London artist and engineer

Julian Melchiorri designed
the chandelier, named

Exhale. He says

that it shows how

biotechnology-
technology that
uses biological
processes for
industrial purposes-
can improve our

quality of life.

-Hailee Romain
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T Design Process Forces & Motion Plants

How builders design incredible
hideouts above the forest floor

ESSENTIAL QUESTION: How might building a treehouse differ from

constructing a regular home?

hese aren't your typical backyard treehouses'

Some nature lovers have constrrrcted amazing tree

hideouts so they can experience life in the forest in

comfort. That's what the Gardner family did'

When the family moved to their new home

on a dairy farm in Waxhaw, North Carolina, their daughter

Anna had one request: to have a treehouse. "It was my idea,

because I never had a backyard playset like other kids in my

old neighborhood," says Anna, who is now 14 years old'

One day, Anna's dad, Alan, and mom, Gwen, saw

Treelrouse MastErs on the cable network Animal Planet' The

series, now in its ninth season, follows Nelson T?eehouse and

Supply, which designs and builds extreme treehouses' Anna's

dad contacted the company, based in Washington State,

to create a treehouse big enough for his whole family' Its

construction was featured in one of the show's episodes'

The Gardner treehouse (see Tteehouse Features, 7t' 70)

sits about 3.5 meters (11 feet) off the ground nestled between

tree tmnks. It has a main room with a small kitchen and

dining area, a lounge, and an outdoor balcony' Anna has a

secret loft in the ceiting where she hangs out with friends'

There's also a bed suspended above the floor by ropes and

sumounded by windows for spectacular views of the forest'

"People love treehouses," says Daryl McDonald, a project

manager who has designed and constmcted many treehouses

for Nelson Tfeehouse and Supply. "They're a way to get

closer to nature." And since nature is an integral paft of the

stmcture's design, building a house perched on tree branches

requires a lot of specialized engineering expertise'

Conti,nued on Page 10 -)

You can book
a stay at the

metal and
Plexiglas Beach
Rock treehouse

in Japan.

I taruulRv 15.2ul8



BIRE HOUSE
Nelson Treehouse

designed this
structure in

Washington State
with big windows

ideal for bird
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BWL NE$T
LIBRARY

Nelson Treehouse
created this owl-

themed treehouse
library for a

school in North
. Carolina.



TREEHOUSE FEATURES
Find out more about how the Gardners'
treehouse was designed and constlg-c!99!

Rot-resistant red

R$I cedar shingles
i help to waterproof

the treehouse and

the elements.

CONSTRUCTION SITE

To start designing a

treehouse, McDonald first visits

a client's property. He walks around

looking for trees with trunks that are at least

31 to 46 centimeters (12 to 18 inches) wide, so

they're strong enough to support a treehouse'

The trees also need to be 2 to 4 m (6 to 12 ft)

apart. That's so the building's tterti,ca| load

is distributed as evenly as possible between

the trees. A vertical load equals the mass of a

structure multiplied by the downward force

of graai,ty (see Standi,ng TaLl, right).
"Most traditional homes have a cement

foundation to support the structure above," says

McDonald. "But the trees act to suppoft the load

of a treehouse."

It's also important that only healthy, strong

trees are chosen to support a treehouse.

UTILITIES
Water pipes and
electrical lines let
Anna and her
family spend time_

at the house in
comfort. Some
treehouses have
solar panels that

OUTHOUSE
A composting toilet

uses bacteria to
break down waste into
harmless

McDonald says that he looks

for any sign of fungal growth on

a tree. If he spots any mushrooms growing on

a trunk, he knows there's likely moisture and

decay within the wood' The trees need deep

roots, as well. Ttees like willows and cotton-

woods, with shallow root systems, could easily

topple over from the treehouse's load. Oaks,

poplars, maples, firs, and eastem hemlocks are

some of the best to build in. The Gardners' tree-

house, for example, was built among a group of

trees that included oaks and poplars.

TREETOP BLUEPRINT
Once a site has been selected, McDonald

sketches out a rough drawing of what a client's

treehouse might look like. He considers the best

locations for windows and outdoor balconies

so owners can have the most spectacular views

TREEHOUSE
ATTACHMENT
BOLTS $AB5)

These bolts
anchor the
platform to

surrounding
trees to support

the load of the
treehouse.
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n
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treehouse in Oregon. Once the platform is complete,unce the plattorm is complete, SUESTICIN ;.;,i.
workers truck in walls and other :':l:"

,*=Tno"r*?1r"'.Lr5[i,; on their underside ro support the S
nuirosi piaitoil i;;; weight of the limb," savs McDonald. CSRH

rhe Gardners'rreehouse is postioned so the rt takes rff;:T'.ff"Ili:1'::t-ilyt'
fimilrr non Innlz nrrt nrzar +I.nir foh --,i -+-LI^^ -^*.r ^.^ l/lfarnily can look out over their farm and stables, complete construction-and that's when the real /Z
where they keep horses, goats, and donkeys. fun begins. "My favorite thing to do is to have 72,

In addition to using hand-drawn illustra- my friends over to the treehouse," says Anna. 7,
tions, the Nelson tearn uses drones to help plan "We have a great time spending the night and 'U
designs. These small robotic aircraft fly around having a sleepover." ffi 

-And,rew 
KLein 7,

///,2.

H",,ll:"i:ffi iHffifJ:ii-J"*ll""Jli;".
virhral 3-D model. Designers rrse the model to rGrr.A ttF\rrrrr\ -- . .
make precise me,asurements of the trees. "That STANDING TA!-L n
allows us to accurately design and construct a The arrows in this diagram show how a treehouse's vertical ,/,
lot of the structure off-site," explains McDonald. load-a structure's mass multiplied by the downward force of i 2

After enough information about the Gardners' gravity-is distributed so the building doesn't collapse. The load /rl,
site was collected, the team drafted a blueprint is spread out across the treehouse's platform, into the attachment /,
of the treehouse back at their Washington bolts and the trees they're attached to, and then the ground. '/'/'//Z///.2headquarters. Then it was time to build. 
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BRAN.H'NGBUT E";@Mffi#U
ThefirststepinconstructingtheGardners I '' ',-,, ,.-.., '{r"r_.C

treehouse was to make itsp/ofonr-the flar I , ..V:tj.?jLSg{i;-** 
' 'l

Solid steel bolts, called treehouse attach- {'- : ,%ffi ',,,-. '' ...1;}

:eehouse's backbone. They also stabilize the X

deep rnto a tree trunk and can support up ro ilf5$W''1uuilrsuprrurLupLo ig<pry rybs.1,500ic1ograms(10,000pounds).Maturerrees".".-f".l5;e=ff***--"_.--_T--'-
grou- on11' from the tops of their trunks. Since I f:f\ -" ^ *;,pj, -1-:f ,////'///t
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BRAIN TRAUMA
INVESTIGATOR
Robert Stern and Ann McKee studY
how contact sports affect the brain

On February 4, millions of Americans will tune in to watch

the Super Bowl. TWo of those viewers will be Robert Stern

and Ann McKee. They're not just any football fans, though'

SternandMcKeeatenetwoscienti'stsatBostonUniversityin
Massachusetts who study the brain' They've been investi-

gating the effects of football on players' brains'

Recently, Stern was part of a team of scientists, led by

McKee, who conducted the largest study yet of chroni'c

traumati,c mcephaLopathy (CTE)' This disease affects

athletes with a history of repeated blows to the head' It's

marked by brain damage that worsens over time, continuing

long after players retire' Stern spoke to Science Wofld' abortt

their research and how young athletes can protect themselves'

12 uruuanv ts.20l8
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How did you become

interested in CTE?

l've studied neuro-
degenerative dlseases like

Alzheimer's for decades.
These are diseases that
gradually attack the

nervous system, including

the brain. About 10 years

ago, I was giving a talk
on brain disease and an

audience member told
me they knew someone

who wanted to meet
me. lt turned out to be

Chris Nowinski, a retired

WWE wrestler. Nowinski

suspected that repeated

hits he took in the ring had

impaired his brain function.
He'd started a foundation
to study the long-term

effects of concussions-
brain injuries caused by
blows to the head. After
speaking with him, I

wanted to study CTE.

What did your recent
study on CTE reveal?
Our team examined 111

brains from deceased
former National Football
League (NFL) players. We
: scovered that 110 of
:-em had CTE. We also
cc<ed at 53 brains from
cc ege football players

who gave up the sport
after they graduated-48
of them had CTE. And we

1 checked 14 brains from
g people who played

I football only through

il nrgn scnoor-tnree of
those had CTE.

The brains in the

ln severe cases, areas of
the brain are destroyed.

What else have you

Iearned about brain
trauma in young players?
I recently conducted
a study of the risks of

contact sports to younger

athletes' brains. I found
that children who start
playing tackle football
before the age of 12 are

three times more likely to
have behavioral and mood
problems than those who
start playing after that age.

What should young

athletes who are
concerned about
your findings do?

Don't let worry about a

brain disease prevent you

from being an athlete.
Keep being active and
involved in sports. But
talk to your parents about
alternatives to playing

tackle football until you

are older. Young people

need to protect the most
important organ in their
body from being hit poten-

tially hundreds of times per

season. Some of the NFI_s

most successful players

didn't play tackle football
until high school. #

-Jeanette Ferrara

loved ones' brains, so they
may not reflect all football
players. But our results do
show that CTE is associ-
ated with playing tackle
football early in life, not just

at the professional level.

Why did the study took

only at the brains of
deceased players?

You can't accurately
diagnose CTE during life.

CTE leads to problems

while people are alive,

like changes in mood and
problems with thinking.

So you can make a

well-educated guess that
they're suffering from CTE

based on symptoms, but
until you examine the brain
tissue, you can't know for
sure. To diagnose CTE, we
look for the buildup of an

abnormal protei n - a large
biological molecule-in
specific parts of the brain.

VISIT SCHOLASTTC.COM/SCTENCEWORLD TO: @ Watch a video

,,/,/,/./,/,/,/,/,/,/,/,/,///,///,/,/,////,/,/,///l

ACROSS THE FTELD
This graph shows the number of NFL players, brains

with CTE in the Boston University study, sorted by posi-
tion. ls this data sufficient to predict which positions are
most likely to develop the disease? WhV or why not?
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Life is full of challenges for animals born tacking hue
ESSENTIAL QUESTTON: Why is coloring important to
an animal's survival in the wild?

his past spring, the Borneo Orangutan
Surwival Foundation mounted a
special rescue mission. The founda-
tion's conservationists saved a young
orangutan being kept in a cramped

cage in a village on the Southeast Asian island
ofBorneo. Orangutans are endangered, so the
group aims to protect as many as they can. But
this one was even more special than usual. That's
because instead of having a.n orangutan,s tlpical
reddish fur, she was completely white. The ape,s
rescuers named her AIba, Latin for ,,white.,' 

She,s
the only lcroun albino orangutan in the world.

A\binism is an inherited condition in which
the body can't properly produce colored
chemical compounds calledltigmenfs. As a
result, the skin, hair, fur, feathers, or scales of
albino animals are mostly colorless. Without
their typical coloration, these animals don,t
usually fare well in the wild.

A RARE TRAIT
Albinism has been documented in at

least 300 animal species in North America
and in a wide range of species around
the globe. But it tends to be rare-only
one out of many thousands of indir,.iduals
might have this trait. Albinism occurs in
people as well. About one in 20,000 people

worldwide have albinism, though certain
populations have higher or lower rates.

Part of the reason for atbinism,s rarity has
to do with the genetics of this trait. Units of
hereditary material, called. genes, control the
production of pigments. Pigment genes have
different versions, callecl alleles. people and
most animals inherit one allele from each parent.
Alleles associated with albinism are recessi.ae,
which means that an organism will show the
trait only if it inherits two albinism alleles.

Many people-about 1 in 70-and many
animals carq/ one allele for albinism ancl one for.

Continued on the nert y.nge -
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' typical
pigmenta-

tion. These

individuals

ate carriers fot
the trait. Because

a.lbinism is recessive,

there is nothing unusual
PALEpARADE about their looks. But two
- -"- typical-looking carriers can have offspring with

albino bison albinism (see Possing On Genes, right).

j,o,no TR0uBLE lN THE wtLD
porcupine Some evidence suggests that arrimals bom

g with albinism don't fare well in the wild. One

albino sea reason is that a stark-white animal stands out
turtle in its natural habitat, unlike an ordinar'y-colored
4 sompanion that blends in with its suround-
albino lemur ings. That makes it easy for predators to spot
5 ry1d catch an albino animal. Some studies, for

1F]l: tut example, have found that owls are more likely to
SNAKE

////,4///,,. pounce on albino mice than brown ones.

'//Z/.//l Lack of color brings other problems too.
///////////z A]bino birds often have trouble flnding a

ry//:7/L
161 .rAruuahv ts, zote

mate and are

sometimes

even attacked by
members of their

own flock. The birds

may not recognize an

individual lacking the usual

markings as the same species.

The sun is another potential

danger for albino animals. The pigment

me\anin-which creates tan, brown, or black

coloration in many animals-can be important

for protection from the sun's damagingultra-
aiolet $Y) rays. In people, exposure to the sun

signals the body to pump up production of this

pigment. That causes skin to tan, which provides

some defense against bums. Animals and

people with albinism, though, don't produce this

pigment. That makes them especially susceptible

to sunburns and possibly deadly skin cancers.

Albino crocodiles, snakes, and lizards face

special difficulties. Reptiles are cold-blooded-
they rely on extemal heat to regulate their body

temperatures and often bask in the sut to warrn

themselves up. Atbino reptiles can't keep warm

the typical way without the risk of sunburn. Thel

tend to do better in captiviflu, where caretakers

can provide artificial heat sources like special

heated stones to keep them warrn.

THE EYES HAVE IT

Just because an animal's coloring is pale

doesn't mean it has inherited albinism. "There

are many naturally white animals, such as polar

ru/
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bears, that aren't albinos," says Murray Brilliant,
a geneticist at the Marshfield Clinic Research
Institute in Wisconsin. One big clue that an
animal isn't albino is dark-colored eyes. Ttue
albino animals don't produce dark eye pigments.

An ongoing study of squinels across the
U.S. is showing how the occurrence of white
fur compares with that of true albinism. Of the
squir:rels reported to have white fur, the surwey
found that about 80 percent have dark eyes.
Only about 20 percent have red or pink eyes
that show they're truly albino. ,.That pink color
comes from blood vessels in the back of the
eye," says Brilliant. The same is true for albino
rabbits and mice.

Other species with albinism, including people
and orangutans like Alba, don't have pink eyes_
although carnera flashes can sometimes make it
look that way in photos. Since humans and other

primates have more
types of eye pigments than other animals,
individuals with albinism tend to have eyes
that appear very light blue.

Eye pigments and the molecules involved in
making pigments are important for healthy eye
development. Without them, animals with albi-
nism can have serious vision problems, which
can make spotting prey or predators difficult.

People with albinism often have vision prob-
lems too. In his research, Brilliant has identified
alleles associated with albinism in people. *Now

we're working on understanding how the genes
function and developing therapies to enhance
vision in people with albinism," he says.

Poor vision is just one of the problems that
would put Alba, the albino orangutan, at risk in
the wild. To keep her safe, conservationists plan
to set up a spacious reselve for her to live in
with three orangutan friends-a fitting home for
a tmly unique animal. #

-Jennifer Barone

s
CORE

QUESTION

Create a
Punnett
square that
shows the
offspring
of a parent
with albinism
and a parent
carrying one
allele for
albinism.,,%,

PASSING ON GENES
A chart called a Punnett square can determine the chances of offspring

having a particular trait. ln the chart, dominant alleles are shown with a
capital letter. Traits fron'r dominant alleles show up in offspring even if the
orfu#ng inherlt only one copy- Recessive alleles {such as those associated
with albinism) are shown with a rowercase retten To create a punnett square:

0 put one parent,s alleles for a trait
across the top and the other's
along the left side.

@ ritt in the inside squares by
combining the letters from the
top and left of each.
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0 fne inside squares show the
possible allele pairs of offspring
and therefore their chances of
inheriting a trait. What percentage
of offspring from these parents
would display albinism?
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ffdffi: il;rllt"#
sun is more active,
auroras can be seen
at lower latiYglgg=

n SePtember 6,2017,

the sun unleashed

several massive bursts

of energY. One of the

blasts was the largest

solar flare in 12 years' Energy from the

explosion bombarded Earth, inter-

fering with radio signals and GPS'

The sun follows an 11-Year cYcle'

during which its activity rises and

falls. Currently, our star should be

entering a quiet phase, not flaring up'

Scientists are keeping a close eye on

the unusual sPace weather caused

by changing conditions on the sun' lt

could have a big effect on our planet'

FIRESTffiRM
Before its recent eruptions, the sun

showed signs that something big was

The sun iust released its strongest energy burst in a

coming. Cooler areas, called

sunspots, formed on its surface'

SunsPots are created bY the sun's

extremely strong magnetic field' -lhe

spots usually come in pairs' They tend

to lorm at Places where the sun's

constantly changing magnetic field

creates north and south Poles' The

field is like a rubber band that twists

and stretches out from the sun's

surface until it suddenly snaps' That

releases an exPlosion of energY as

a solar flare'
The SePtember eruPtion

disruPted radio communications

on Earth for about an hour' Flares

can also affect Power grids' Some

interact with Earth's magnetic field

to create bands of light known as

auroras in the skies near the poles'

FLJTURE TORHIAST
Solar-flare events are helPing

scientists learn about the sun and

how it affects Earth. "lmproved under-

standing will lead to better forecasts

of space weather and the Potential

implications to our high-tech era"'

says Shawn Dahl, a forecaster at

the SPace Weather Prediction

Center in Boulder, Colorado' That

includes threats from dangerous

solar radiation to future

astronauts traveling to Mars

and disruPtions to navigation

systems that self-driving cars

rely on. '3* -Rene Ebersole

rises and falls in
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Sunspots form in
regions where the sun's
magnetic field is very
strong, seen as bright
areas here. They are
about 2,000'C
cooler than the rest of
the sun's surface.

MEIdSTER FLARS
enormous explosion
seen here happened

when a buildup of
magnetic energy was
suddenly released onl
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Which element keeps roads free of snow, helps
you digest food, and sheds light on Mars' past?
Use these five clues and the periodic table on

GETTING TBGETHER$
By itself, the mystery element is a smelly, greenish-
yellow poisonous gas. Luckily, it's rarely found alone
in nature. That's because its atoms-the smallest unit
of an element-are unstable. They quickly chemically

combine with other elements to form compounds.

The most common of these compounds is found in

large quantities in the ocean. Figurecl it out already?
Score 100 points. Otherwise, read clue #2.

page 22 to find out. -Jacqueline Adams and Cici Zhang

a

VISIT SCHOLASTIC.COM/SCIENCEWORLD fO: @ Download skills sheets @ Vi"* leveled text

ANATOMY OF
AN ELEMENT

Atomic Number
Element Symbol
Element Name

Atomic Mass

AToMIC NUMBER equals the
number of protons (posi-
tively charged particles) in
an atom's nucleus, or center.
Each element consists of
atoms that all have the same
number of protons, and so
each has a unique atomic
number. ln a neutral atom,
the number of protons and
the number of electrons
(negatively charged particles)
are equal.

ATOMIC MASS is the average
mass of the naturally occur-
ring lsofopes of an element.
lsotopes are atoms of an ele-
ment with the same number
of protons but with different
numbers of neutrons.

When water cools to below 0'C (32"F)-
itsfreezing pornt-it hardens into ice. This
physical change often creates slippery

streets on winter days. Road crews come

to the rescue by scattering a compound

made of calcium (Ca) and the mystery

element onto roadways. This chemical

dissolves in water, lowering the solution's

freezing point. That helps keep the liquid
from freezing. Got the answer? Score
8* poir:ts. !f i'rot, trv ciue #3.

20 lauunny rs. aorB
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Today, Mars looks like a cold,

rocky wasteland. But that

ffiwithin Martian rocks. Sodium is found in the sameffi
ffiperioa (row) on the periodic table as tne mysteryffi

% ./'T

cleaners and swimming pools to kill bacteria. The

same compound is a strong oxidizer, meaning it causes

other chemicals to lose negatively charged electrons. When it

is added to laundry, it oxidizes stains. That breaks them down,

keeping white clothes bright. Hint: This element has 17 electrons.

Cracked the case? Score 20 points. Then turn the page.

"-#

--ru"-- *ffix,:

Wtffi:ffi ffirffi
When the mystery element combines with calcium (Ca) lE Wj,"W
and oxygen (O)-two other nonmetals-it becomer &F , W
a powerful disinfectant. lt's used in household 

f 
l

4ilTffi:T"""":;r :;iffixx:
of steel. Believe it or not,.your stomach

lining produces the same acid. lt activates

enzymes-proteins that speed up chemical

reactions-that your body uses to digest

food. Why doesn't the acid eat holes in

your stomach? Your stomach lining protects

itself by producing other chemicals that act

as antacids, or acid-fighting agents. Solved
the mystery? Score 40 points. Not yet?

Check out clue #5.
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Use the periodic table below and what you learned about the mystery
element on the previous pages to answer the following questions.

I. no* many elements

within the periodic table are

classified as nonmetals?

4. Wf,i"rr of the following

elements is found in the

same group on the periodic

table as hydrogen (H)?

@ aluminum (Al)

@ calcium (Ca)

@ magnesium (MS)

@ sodium (Na)

5. wni"fr of these elements

is found in its natural state

as a gas?

@ argon (Ar)

@ boron (B)

@ phosphorus (P)

@ potassium (K)

@ro
@rs

@r+
@ro

@zr
@ze

2. t*o or more different

atoms that are chemicallY

combined form a

@ mixture @ metal

@ compound @ molecule

3. Wf,ut is the atomic

number of silicon (Si)?
)1,ill,'r',/,ttltvrzrrrrrtll/t'.'r't;/r7,1:
ZnToMIC STRUCTURE,,.

. Pool floats, sneakers, and backpacks
' often contain the mystery element,, '
I which is found in some plastics. /

@e+
@so

The periodic table is a systematic way to organize Earth's e/emenfs-substances that each consist of

only one kind of atom. Today, there are 1'18 known chemical elements.

Elements on the periodic table are arranged by their atomic numbers in ascending order. Hydrogen (H),

for example, has an atomic number of 1 and is the lightest known natural element.

Scientists have created elements with atomic numbers greater than 92, but they don't exist naturally.

Group 1

ffi
ffi
GT

ffi
ffi
6
ffi

Group 2

ffi
ffi
ffi
ffi
ffi
ffi

C Solid ff ttydrogen Filii Other metals

Br Liquid ffi attati metals f llobtu gu"."

i I cas n Alkaline earth i:, Nonmetats
lnner transition!c synrneuc transrilon merars * 
il;ffil;*"
ProPerties

Group 18

ffi
ffi
ffi
ffi
H
W
,.....11s:

-Oguqafless0n
:i.L,:(u.3*.l:;

ffi

c

Group 12

30

Zn
Zinc

65.38

Group 13 Group 14 Group 15 Group 16 Group 17

lt,t,:),),i:.,. ,..:

PS
Group3 Group4 Group5 Group6 GroupT GroupS Groupg Groupl0 Groupll

21n23242526272829
ScTiVCrMnFeCoNiCu

scindium titanium Vanadium Chromium Manganese lron Cobalt Nickel Copper

44.96 47.87 50.94 52.00 54.94 55.85 58.93 58.69 63.55

72 73 74 75 76

HfTaWRe0sct - t t Hafnidm Tantalum Tunqsten Rhenium osmium
't78.5 180.S 103.8 186.2 190.2

104 105 106 107

77 78 79 80

lr Pt Au l{u Tl Pb Bi Po At
lrioium Platinum Gold ltlerilrY
192.2 195.1 ',197.0 200.6

lm 110 1'l'l 112 ,l13 114 115 116 i17
:J: i",:r i'r ;. I i\in i:: M* 1".'t T*

l1leitneiium oa,r*am*m noenigfnium coperniiium l,lihoitium iterovium Mosccvium Lrvsiinoriun Tennessrne

(276) (2sl) (260) (285) (284) (289) (288) i2s3) (2s4)

57585960616263M656667686970
L; i; P; Nd ilir-r Sm Eu Gd Tb Dy H9 -Er -In .. Yb

t-aniii'r,rm. Ci?iim **ovru' lt.ooyilim p,omirrium Smiiium E!rcpium Gadolinium Terbium Dyspro'sium Holmirrm ' Erbium . Thutium Ytterbium

138.e rd0.1 140.e rd.i: li+B)- --150.4 -ls2n *i;i.i - isds 'iaz.s 164.s 167.3 l68.s 173'1

8S 90 91 S2 Sii S4 95 36 37 98 99 100 ,|01 102 103

A; fh pa U :dI Pu .i.::r i{,', F}. Cf - ril i:ffi s1*{ .. l** Ln
litiir-lum fnirrium proumim Uran'ium t'teptuiium ptuioiium Americium Curiirm Berkelium californiufr Einsteinium Fermium Mendelovium Nobelium Lawrencium"t2i7- iii:o- 'zii.o- 'ziiiij" *iiiif iz,i,ii ti+il (zili \ittl (251) (2521 (257) (258) (25s) t2621

ffi
6

39404142434445464748
Y zi' Nb Mo l', Ru Rh Pd Ag cd ln Sn Sb Te I

Yttrium Zirconium Ni0bium Molybdenum Technetium Ruthenium Rhodium Palladium Silver uadmlum

88.91 91.22 92.91 05.96 (98) 101.1 102,9 '106,4 107.9 112.4

m-'oa. ru,nfii.., o,f,iir, *;1i,,, rHil:r r*ir.
(265) (268) (271) 12701 (277l,

22 .:aruunnv rs. 2otB
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SHELL SHIELD
A snail is born with a
shell that acts as an
exoskeleton to protect

ff against predators.
€i +-;:,!&a!##|.ff

AFRICAN LAND SNAIL

.ilai.i .r {

#iir,'sltMED!
Snails secrete

mucus to keep
from drying out

and to help
them slide

over surfaces

Monster Snalls
hey're huge and slimy, and

they've been spotted slinking
across parts of southern
Florida. Meet the giant

African land snail, a dangerous

inuasixe species spreading in
Florida. Each of the animals can
grow bigger than a person's hand-
up to 20 centimeters (8 inches) long
and 10 cm (4 in.) wide. And they
carry another unwelcome guest-
a parasite that can cause a life-
threatening infection in humans.

Scientists believe people first
brought the snails, which are

originally from East Africa, to the
U.S. as pets. Some of the animals

escaped or were released into the
wild, where they thrived. The snails
breed quickly. That's because they
can switch genders, allowing them
to mate with any other giant African
land snail. And each snail can Iay up
to 1,200 eggs a year. The creatures
aren't picky eaters, either-thev can
feed on plants not found in their
natural habitat.

Testing of the snails in and

around Miami, Florida, found that
many car:ried a parasite called rat
Iungworm-a tiny worm-like animal.

"Snails are good hosts for the
parasites, " says Deborah Iwanowicz,
a biologist at the U.S. Geological

Survey. "There are a lot ofdifferent
places for parasites to hide, whether
it's between the snail and its shell or
in the snail's body."

Rat lungworm can infect people if
they eat undercooked or raw snails

or fruits and vegetables that have

become contaminated by snails. The
parasite can cause meningitis, an
infection that leads to a dangerous

inflammation of the membranes

around the brain and spinal cord.
Florida is hunting down the invaders
and using pesticides to prevent the
snails-and the disease they carry-
from expanding further.

-Kathryn Free

scHoLASTtc.coNzscrEucrwoRr-o 23

with eyes at the end.
unclear if this snail lost
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ln "Tricked-Out Treehouses" (p. 8), you read

about a company that designs treehouses.
Use these steps and what you learned
in the article to make a blueprint for your
own treehouse.

I ,o* treehouse to rook, 
""0 

*nll]"11J"":il:[ ,

have? Where would it be located? How many people could

it hold? Write a detailed description of the treehouse.

lnclude information about the criteria and constraints

Vo1 d need to consder for Vour dlsOn to oe successfll,

Z 
Think about how

you could turn your idea from step 1 into a reality.

Come up with several different ideas for your treehouse.

Write out step-by-step plans, draw diagrams, or make

models for each design.

trJ 
Pick your best idea from step 2.

Create a blueprint. This type of technical

drawing is drawn to scale and contains

measurements and symbols to indicate

design features, such as atoilet.
Discuss your plans as a class and offer

suggestions to improve each other's

treehouse design.

rFiEfiK LJS MUT
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TEST YOI.JR SCIENCE SMARTS
Play our science trivia game online! Just click
this button in the digital edition and select

i whether you'd like questions from this issue only

I or from our archive.
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